Well I thought that I would try a simpler kit next. That doesn’t mean that I’m not
setting some challenges for myself. For starters I have a resin interior set from
CMK that I’ll be utilizing. Additionally I want to concentrate a lot on the paint
finish. Lesson learnt from my previous build is that I need to thin my paint even
more. I also want to vary my painting technique a little bit more by introducing
one additional step to create even more contrast. Lastly with the recent release
of the Airfix 1/24 Typhoon and all it’s nice surface detail, I want to try and
replicate some of that in the 1/48 scale kit.
This kit was originally released by Hasegawa in 1998 and then re-released in 2004
with different decals. I have the 2004 release. I’ll have to wait and see how
many of the markings I end up painting. Lots of work ahead of me before I start
painting, so let’s start.

If you remember my 1/32 Fw190 build article, I riveted the entire plane and
expressed doubts as to whether I would do something like it again. Time must
numb the pain as I decided to add rivets again. My thought is that it might be
easier on a 1/48 scale kit as there’s less surface to cover. Well that was my
thinking anyway.

Why do I do it
???

WTF

Here’s the tools I’m using to add the rivets. I use a Hasegawa rivet
gauge (1 mm in this case) which I hold in place with masking tape.
The crest of the tooth is aligned to the panel line and the rivet is
located in the root. A Hasegawa rivet maker tool is used to
produce all the rivets…one at a time.

Lower wing in progress compared to the untouched kit
wing. The rivets should make a nice difference, especially
when the paint and a wash gets applied.

Here’s the upper wing done and the other wing waiting for its’
rivets. The process is actually still very time consuming, even in
1/48 scale. Less work than a 1/32 kit, but this is more than a few
hours. One day I’m going to remember to utilize a stopwatch to
measure how long my builds take.

As it turned out riveting the wings wasn’t that bad of a job, the
fuselage would prove to be a real pain and really slowed my
progress. The reason for that was the rivet template was wide
and because of the curved fuselage was difficult to place. I cut a
small section off the template but this still didn’t really help.

I then tried using a piece of frisket paper. I transferred the rivets
onto the frisket and then cut it into a small strip. This worked
better but it still wasn’t clear enough or sticky enough.

I then tried it with some Scotch tape and although not perfect it
seemed to work the best. The best solution would likely not to
try anything this stupid and leave well enough alone. I’ll probably
not listen to my own advice down the road however. Will I ever
learn?????

Here’s a sample of what the fuselage looks like after lots of
painful hours.

Although fairly nicely detailed, the Hasegawa main gear well isn’t
100% accurate. Since nobody will really see this area I thought it
would be a good idea to improve the accuracy (read: sarcasm).
The main problem is the front of the wells, there should be an
undercut to the floor area.

I started by using a photo etch saw to cut the front of the gear
well. This might sound easy reading this, but I had to be careful
during this process.

Next I added an extended floor section and blended it in to the
existing floor. At this point I thought I had ruined the kit and all
the work I had put into it because the blending of the floor was
quite difficult. In the end I persevered and managed to set
everything straight.

Next up I added the walls to the well.

With a nice under cut in place I added structural ribbing using 40
thou quarter round and half round. I blended the seam areas
with Mr. Surfacer.

Before I close out this installment I wanted to add a quick tool
review. Paul M. introduced these to me. They are small alligator
clips mounted on bamboo skewers. Great for holding small parts.
Available from Hobby Link Japan.

The Typhoon was one tough ground attack aircraft, and I hope that
the surface detailing will help create this look.

So as I stated I wanted a simpler build this time around but I quickly complicated
things. Hopefully all the extra work will make the plane stand out. It also helps
expand my scratch building abilities. But in all honesty I probably should have left
the fuselage alone. The rivets better be worth it! I still need to trial a riveter
wheel to see if I can make the process easier and faster. Lots of crazy extra work
put into the kit so far, but I’m not finished with the crazy yet. I’ll continue that in
the next build article.

Time to continue the build. So far I’ve gone nuts with the rivet detail. While I
was at it I decided to have a go at some flap detail. I’m cheap and didn’t want to
buy a photo etch set, besides it can be tricky to work with. Instead I thought I’d
have a go at building my own. I started by cutting away the kit lower flaps. I
then built walls inside the wings and cleaned up the inside upper wing area.

Next up I set up I cut new flap out of styrene sheet and glued round styrene to
the end of each flap. This was followed by setting up my chopper to cut the
strengthening ribs.

The spacing for the ribs was determined and they were all glued in place. I also
had to add some styrene at the wing roots to eliminate an unsightly hole that
would have been present. I was actually surprised how relatively easy and quick
it was to scratch build the flaps. It was faster than photo etch would have been.

Next up I installed the CMK resin cockpit. Note the nice rudder pedals that won’t
be visible once the instrument panel is installed. I ended up replacing the side
consoles in the cockpit with the kit parts. In fact using the kit cockpit would have
been a better fit, looked just as good if not better. The exceptions are the seat
which is thinner and the instrument panel, which is nice photo etch and was easy
to assemble. Just goes to show that aftermarket items aren’t always worth the
extra cost or effort.

A few things regarding the cockpit. I painted it after it was installed in the
fuselage. Not my normal practice but I took a chance that it would work here.
When I joined the fuselage halves there was a gap and I think this is what made
fitting the canopy difficult. A big clamp and CA glue did the trick. I did however
need to use putty and CA glue to fill in the gap between the canopy and fuselage.
Lastly it was really difficult to assemble the wings. The wing roots didn’t blend in
real well. Not sure if this was because of the CMK cockpit or my main gear work.

One issue that I ran into was the landing light lenses had become foggy after I
had washed down the plane. I had to pop them off and use a toothpick to
remove the residue. I think the residue was the putty grit. In future I’ll likely do
the landing light blending work after the plane has been washed down.

CMK resin cockpit
added and associated
photo etch

Brake lines added to
main gears

Ariels added
protruding from
horizontal tail planes

Navigation light
lenses sanded and
polished to match
wing curvatures

Rivets painstakingly
added all over the
place

Landing flaps dropped
and scratch built

Gear bay detail added
(see last build article)

Cannon barrel tips
replaced with
hypodermic needles

Landing light lenses
sanded and polished
to match wing
curvatures

It was finally time to start some painting. I had sprayed the gear areas silver and
masked them off once dry. I had already primed the entire plane in Tamiya Fine
Surface Primer which is grey. I then started painting with XF-80 to create some
blotches. As it turned out this colour is very close to the Tamiya primer so I just
filled in the areas where I had done touch up work or where there was overspray.

I then used XF-66 to highlight the panel lines. As I had promised myself, I thinned
my paints more. In the previous coat I had used acrylic thinner. For this coat I
used a 50/50 mix of acrylic thinner and Mr. Color Leveling Thinner. This stuff
really helps to spray a smooth coat. I didn’t experience any splatter and was able
to create relatively fine lines with my old Badger 150 airbrush with a medium tip.

Next I experimented with a new step for me. I mixed up XF-80 plus XF-2 thinned
with Mr. Color Leveling Thinner exclusively to highlight the center of the panels.
Unfortunately I was using lighter colours up to this point so I couldn’t see this step
making any difference.

I reverted back to my usual sequence and added a blending coat of XF-83. This
paint mix was even thinner and again I used Mr. Color Leveling Thinner
exclusively.

Highlight coat applied

No highlight applied

I still had the center panel highlight colour and decided to try it after I had applied
the blending coat. Now you could really see the difference it made. Hopefully it
doesn’t all blend away once I apply a gloss coat.

Here’s what the lower surface looks like so far. I actually have a lot more painting
left in this area. For example there’s the yellow leading edges. I hope these paint
well. Typically I paint the yellow first, but in this case thought that masking it
later would be easier. Time will tell.

I just want to point out how much I love the clamps that I mentioned at the end of
the last build article. They really grip small parts and the long skewer works out
well too since your hand is far away when spraying.

Flexi File have a new product out, or a modification of an existing one. They have
their file set with an angle in the holder which makes it easier to reach a lot of
places when sanding. Instead of buying this product I modified the one I own. I
simply used a box wrench to carefully put a bend into the holder.

Don’t laugh (too late?), but another item I recently bought is J’s Works paint
stand. I find that when I start painting that my workbench gets clogged really
fast. This seems to be helping. If you’ve seen Evans workbench… They also make
one for Vallejo style bottles. One pain in the ass part of this stand is that if the
bottles have extra government mandated labels telling you not to drink the paint,
the bottles don’t fit in. I had to take a half round file to increase the openings.
Way too tight of a tolerance when they designed it.

So for starters even I’ll admit that doing rivets the way I’ve been doing them is
crazy. I think I finally found a good rivet maker. It’s from RB Productions. Unlike
Trumpeter, the wheels are thick enough and produce a nice shape. A quick trial
suggests it should work well. I’ll update you when I get a chance to really use it
on a plane.
This was also my first time using Mr. Color Leveling Thinner. The results are
extremely encouraging. The paint coat looks smooth up to this point.
It took a while to get to the painting stage. It’s all my fault with the riveting, resin
cockpit addition which really wasn’t required (who knew), modifying the main
gear bays (plain madness) and scratch building flaps, which was in fact actually
easy and quick.
In the next build article I’ll start painting the top colours.

In the last build article I had finished applying the grey to the underside. Next
step I took was to paint the yellow leading edges and the yellow bands on top of
the wings. I mixed up a yellow to my liking and used the multiple step
application that I usually use. It did involve extra masking effort around the
outer cannons.

Remember that nice grey undersurface I had just finished painting? Well time to
cover most of it with identification stripes. These are not D-day markings but
instead were used to avoid friendly flak.

I was now able to start painting the upper surfaces. I’m trying the extra
highlighting step as can be seen in the picture. The forward area of the wing has
the center areas highlighted where the trailing edge of the wing hasn’t received
that step yet. Once I apply gloss/dull coats I’ll really be able to judge this
technique.

I sprayed the green on freehand with my Iwata airbrush. I didn’t like the final
outcome of the green so I ended up spraying another final blending coat to
obtain a result I was happy with

Lower surfaces
Paint
Tamiya Fine Surface Primer (grey)
Tamiya XF-80
Tamiya XF-66
Tamiya XF-80 plus Tamiya XF-2
Tamiya XF-83
Tamiya XF-80 plus Tamiya XF-2

Step
Basecoat
Blend repaired areas to the primer
Panel line highlight
Panel centers
Blending coat
Panel centers

Upper grey surfaces
Paint
Tamiya Fine Surface Primer (grey)
Tamiya XF-80
Tamiya XF-63
Aeromaster 1112 UK Ocean Grey
Tamiya XF-80

Step
Basecoat
Blend repaired areas to the primer
Panel line highlight
Blending coat
Panel centers

Upper green surfaces
Paint
Tamiya XF-81
Tamiya XF-27 plus Tamiya XF-1
Tamiya XF-81 plus Tamiya XF-2
Tamiya XF-81

Step
Base colour
Panel line highlight
Blending coat
Blending coat 2

Here’s a summary of the major paint steps. Lots of steps but I like the results it
gives me. I really don’t clean the airbrush between the steps, just add the next
colour.

The propeller hub has 2 colours. Painting the black was easy. Once that was
done I masked it and then set an X-Acto knife blade on a raised surface and
turned the hub against the knife to produce an even line. All I need to do on this
item is to sand away the paint seam line.

I ran into trouble getting all my decals to settle flat. I had only sprayed a fine coat
of Future on, obviously not enough. Next time I’ll spray more coats. I ended up
utilizing every decal solvent I had available to get the decals to settle. The white
spots disappear when another gloss coat is applied. I then applied the usual
panel line wash and dull coated everything.

I was using some Tamiya masking tape to remove the liquid mask from the
landing light when my enthusiasm got the best of me. The tape also touched the
decal and tore off a big chunk. Cock soup! I made some masks using frisket
paper and sprayed the under wing roundel. Didn’t take too long, but still
disappointing that I had to do it in the first place.

You may have caught this error on the previous page. I forgot the red circle in the
roundels. A coat of Future, apply the decals, Future again and then a dull coat to
blend it all in. It was doing this build article that helped me catch the mistake. I
guess the articles help me too.

I used up every single swear word in my vocabulary when I unmasked the front
canopy. I guess my earlier use of the clamp had cracked the windshield and my
copious use of CA glue also created glue creep. I was very happy with how the
plane was looking up to this point so I didn’t want to trash the project.

I started by carefully cutting the front windshield with a PE saw. I had a spare
front windshield (luckily) from the closed canopy option and I also cut that away.
All cuts were sanded. I dipped the canopy in Future and when dry glued it on. I
had a small gap on the starboard side. I masked along the border and used
Deluxe Materials Perfect Plastic Putty to fill in the gap. This stuff is water soluble
so I used a wet Q-tip to smooth everything out.

Everything was masked and re-sprayed. I’m happy to report that I was able to
repair the front canopy and save the plane in the process. Saying that it was a
bird strike on the windshield just wouldn’t have worked. Whew!!!

Time to reveal the finished product over the next few slides.

I have mentioned the Tesa tape before, but this was my first real go at using it.
From now on this will be the only stuff I use on canopies or areas where a low
tack tape is essential. It left no residue on the clear parts, which I find Tamiya
sometimes does.

Transporting models (to contests, etc.) can easily lead to damage. Inspired by
people who use egg cartons I made up triangular shapes that are taped to the
bottom of a sturdy box with double sided tape. This eliminates movement and
takes weight off the landing gear. I use the same box over and over again and just
change the triangle configuration and designs.

As I mentioned previously it was intended as a simple build, but for whatever
reason I chose to add to the build complexity. Even I realize doing rivets on a 1/48
scale airplane; one at a time, if nuking futs. I can’t wait to try the RB Productions
rivet tool instead. That said, the rivets really did come out really nice in my
opinion.
The panel highlight painting step also looks pleasing. I’ll probably continue to
practice it on future projects. Additionally the use of Mr. Leveling Thinner seemed
to really help with the paint job. In the end all my paint coats were thinner. Where
I went too thin was on the gloss coat before the decals were applied. In future I’ll
still keep the coats thin, but apply several layers to slowly build up the gloss.
This plane came close to finishing its’ life in the trash can a couple of times, but I’m
glad I was able to resolve all the issues…all which I created, no fault of the kit. Even
if you don’t do the extra work that I did this would still be a nice kit to pick up and
build.
Lessons learned (again?), blend the landing lights in after the model has been
washed, mask the landing lights with tape, not fluid mask, don’t do rivets one at a
time, and lastly fill canopy gaps with water soluble putty instead of lots of clamping
force and/or CA glue.
In the end I hope I’ve learned something that will help improve the outcome of my
next model project.

